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UB Student Association Announces SUNYSA Fall Conference

The SUNY Student Assembly (SUNY SA) is an organization that is comprised of student leaders across SUNY’s 64 campuses. They provide a unified voice for the nearly 1.4 million students attending the SUNY system. SUNY SA is an organization that allows students to participate in University – wide Shared- Governance. “I love seeing more diversity than ever being represented at the SUNY SA conferences. Minority students on all campuses have such an important voice and should continue to be represented” said SA Vice President Anyssa Evelyn.

In an effort to bring student leaders, from across the SUNY system, together SUNY SA holds a three day conference each semester. We are pleased to announce that University at Buffalo Undergraduate students will be represented at this year’s fall conference from November 16th – 18th. At this upcoming conference, student leaders will be discussing resolutions pertaining to plastic bag reduction programs, diversity training, campus safety and much more. Additionally, delegates will be discussing the 2018-19 SUNY SA Advocacy Agenda. This is the document that the Executive Committee of SUNY SA will be using in their advocacy efforts at both the State and Federal levels of government.

“It is critical to have the opportunity to meet with student representatives from each of the 64 campuses in the SUNY System to learn about the challenges and issues that they face on their home campuses. I am looking forward to reviewing the proposed 2018-19 advocacy agenda to ensure that UB student interests are being appropriately advocated for” said SA President Gunnar Haberl.
In order to stay up to date with events and information concerning the Undergraduate Student Association, be sure to follow us on social media @ub_sa or visit the SA website at sa.buffalo.edu.

###

About the University at Buffalo Undergraduate Student Association

We are your undergraduate student government. We exist to make you undergraduate student experience everything that it can be. We represent you before the University administration, continuously advocating for your best interests. We also provide a wide range of services, oversee and ever growing roster of clubs and organizations, and put on memorable events all year long.

The University at Buffalo’s Student Association is unique amongst SUNY schools in that we are entirely student run. SA is funded through student fees and ultimately overseen by our executive officers, the SA Senate and the SA Student Assembly all of which are comprised entirely of undergraduate students. We are your Student Association.